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GISELE HALIMI A GREAT LAWYER AND FRENCH ICON OF FEMINISM DIES AT
93 IN PARIS
PDT MACRON PAYS HER A TRIBUTE IN A TWEET
Paris, Washington DC, 01.08.2020, 00:11 Time
USPA NEWS - The President of the French Republic Emmanuel Macron expressed his condolences to the family of Gisele
Halimi, following his death ""For Gisele Halimi, feminism was a humanism. France is losing a passionate Republican who, as a
lawyer, activist and elected official, was a great fighter for the emancipation of women." has tweeted, the Macron as a
disastrous tribute to Gisele Halimi, who has just died in Paris, without his feminist legend leaving a gratifying mark on the part
of all the women of France, Algeria and Tunisia who owe him , to have "freed" them from the domination and injustice done to
women. Gisele Halimi, one of the great icons of French feminism, died Tuesday in Paris on July 28 at the age of 93, the day
after her birthday. Numerous political and civil tributes have greeted this great lawyer who had represented in France "a great
figure of the feminine cause" and an "anti-colonialist activist".

The President of the French Republic Emmanuel Macron expressed his condolences to the family of Gisele Halimi, following
his death ""For Gisele Halimi, feminism was a humanism. France is losing a passionate Republican who, as a lawyer, activist
and elected official, was a great fighter for the emancipation of women." has tweeted, the Macron as a disastrous tribute to
Gisele Halimi, who has just died in Paris, without his feminist legend leaving a gratifying mark on the part of all the women of
France, Algeria and Tunisia who owe him , to have "freed" them from the domination and injustice done to women. Gisele
Halimi, one of the great icons of French feminism, died Tuesday in Paris on July 28 at the age of 93, the day after her birthday.
Numerous political and civil tributes have greeted this great lawyer who had represented in France "a great figure of the
feminine cause" and an "anti-colonialist activist". The Tunisian people pay homage to him because Gisele Halimi was born in
Tunisia and later defended in Algeria, fighters of the National Liberation Front (FLN) who campaigned for the independence of
the country. The Franco-Tunisian lawyer, who has devoted her life to the defense of women's rights, was born on July 27,
1927 in "a family of Jewish faith in the district of La Goulette, in the suburbs of Tunis," recalls the agency. Tunisian press TAP,
stressing that her fight "is recognized in Paris as in Tunis or even in Algiers, where she had defended the rights of activists for
independence". (Source: Le Monde)
THE FRENCH FEDERATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL MASONIC ORDER HUAN RIGHT PAYS A TRIBUTE TO GISELE
HALIMI
The French Federation of the International Mixed Masonic Order HUMAN RIGHT, has released a hommage to Giele Halimi,
which is the following. « It is with great sadness that we learn of the death of Maitre Gisèle Halimi. Freemasons often dream
with nostalgia about the great social advances of the Third Republic. Gisèle Halimi showed them that the fight for equality of
women and men are always of the greatest topicality: in a long interview given to the newspaper Le Monde in September
2019, she was still surprised that "the injustices done to women do not cause a general revolt".-------------------------------------Her first feminist struggles were for her own emancipation, a strike of hunger at 12 so as not to serve her brothers, then at 16
the refusal of a arranged marriage. Faithful to his native land, Tunisia, for whose independence she took up the cause, she
kept her nationality after independence. Militant against torture and colonialism, she signed the "Manifesto of 121" and took
part in the defense of Djamila Boupacha, tortured and raped in prison. In 1971, she signed the "Manifesto des 343", for the
right to abortion and founded the same year, with Simone de Beauvoir, the movement "Choose the cause of women ”. In 1972
his defense at the famous Bobigny trial for a young woman having had an abortion after a rape, and the release she gets for it,
will constitute a big step forward that will allow Simone Veil to pass the abortion law. In 1978 by defending two raped young
women, she helped to make advance the law which in 1980 will finally recognize rape in France as a crime and not no longer a
misdemeanor. Her courageous fight and his works against torture, for Human Rights and the cause of women, the advances
to which it has contributed, are part of the lineage of those who contributed to the progress of Humanity. On this occasion the
French Federation of the International Mixed Masonic Order HUMAN LAW reaffirms its commitment to the defense of
universalism, Human rights and full equality between men and women. » Source: The French Federation of the International
Mixed Masonic Order HUMAN RIGHT
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